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Thesis
● A visual development body of work created to help a story in color keys / 

lighting design. To help progress visual narrative in an animated movie. 

In my thesis for Blooma, I wanted to experiment with dramatic colors and light to show a range 
of emotions for my characters. Ever since junior year I realized I loved working with more 
complex ideas of color. Light can add so much more mood and story to a body of work, 

especially in Visual Development.

Companies always need someone to help solve the problem of lighting and color with story. 
This job for the vis dev team can last for the whole production.



Ari, the daughter of a flower shop owner. Tragically, finds the flowers are beginning to not sell due 

to a new delivery service that sells the same local flowers as Ari’s mothers shop. Ari is a book smart girl 

who has been accepted to many top universities, but with the lack of business at the shop, her mother 

breaks it to her that her university experience might not happen. On the night of the full moon, Ari sits in 

her mothers shop cutting flowers and finds herself crying alone on the floor. As the sun rises, Ari hears 

snoring in the shop, she peaks behind the large potted plants and sees an odd stranger resting on the 

floor.  In shock, Ari wakes the stranger to find that she is a flower princess named Blooma. Blooma 

requests that Ari helps her on her journey home. Ari declines the offer, but Blooma makes a deal and 

asks Ari what she wants most in life. Ari explains her situation and the deal is set, if Ari can successfully 

aid Blooma back to her kingdom, Ari can receive her wish of wealth for college, as well as weekly 

shipments of rare flowers from Bloomas kingdom. The story then follows both Blooma and Ari traveling 

to unknown and dangerous lands.
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Development 
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Development





Color Moods and Palettes 







And that concludes 
Blooma!





Thesis

 A 32 page fictionional picture book that explores the topic of cat death and 

the process of complex emotions of grief after death shown through form and color 

changes.  



The culprit for this project



Whisker Memories is a picture book that deals with the interpersonal relationship between the 

unnamed main character and the death of her childhood cat. In the beginning, she has to cope with the 

fresh and rough feelings of grief. But as the story progresses, she finds herself learning it’s okay to be sad 

remembering a lost pet. The story follows a progression of colors to show sadness, grief, and acceptance 

through a spectrum of colors. The story ends with the girl adopting a new cat and remembering that her 

old cat will always have a place with in her heart.



Book flip 
through

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MCr7SlLAhN4IV9pBCJ8gCHtvOO9MYJSB/preview
































32 Page StoryBoards



Coloring/Texture Process



With loss comes Inspiration to help 
I sadly did not even think about creating this story, until I faced the hardships of a pet death 

over winter break going into spring semester. I lost my childhood cat Lola to liver failure. This death 

impacted me very hard. The cat who had been with me through all my life battles left me to be in a 

better place.  I found myself constantly Googling ways for myself to feel better, or to find anyone going 

through the same internal tragedy as me. This led me into thinking about ways I can help someone 

read through these hard emotions of grief in a picture book format. Picture books are a universal tool 

in communication and telling stories that many viewers can relate or learn from. Whisker Memories 

was inspired by the picture book Duck, Death and the Tulip by Wolf Erlbruch. As well as the poem, The 

Rainbow Bridge families tend to receive after burial or cremation of their lost pets.



What's next for my journey as an Illustrator?

Step One: Cry because I’ll miss the community at CIA 

After graduation, I plan to spend most of my time looking into agencies and 
studios located all over the country.  If I get a spot at agency, I hope to be 

able to send a book dummy of Whisker Memories to publishing companies; 
I plan to create more Visual Development work to apply for jobs at Netflix, 

Dreamworks, Disney TV, etc…
 I’ll miss my time greatly at CIA, but the next steps in life seem hopeful as a 

grow everyday as an artist. 
 



Thank you all for 
attending my BFA 
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Questions or 
Comments?


